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ABSTRACT
Bacteriophages (phages) were first discovered in the 1900s by Frederick Twort
accidentally, but have since been used to treat bacterial infections in humans [2].
Although phage are the most abundant organisms on earth, there are many types of
phages that are still undiscovered.
This research focuses on the unique phage Corazon, discovered in Easton, PA .
Corazon is in the S cluster and belongs to the Siphoviridae family. DNA Master was
used to call individual genes in Corazon to determine the best start positions. The calls
were supported using GeneMarkS maps, Phamerator and Starterator. Once a start
position was found, the gene function was analyzed using NCBI and HHPred.
Our group received 18 auto annotated genes, and discovered two others in the
large gaps. Specifically, we annotated genes 57.5 through 75 (34135-43828 bp) for
start site, coding potential, and function. Most of the gene functions were unknown
due to the location in the genome and the lack of comparable functions in other
members of the S cluster. The functions present were HNH endonuclease, exonuclease,
hydrolase, DNA binding domain protein and WhiB family transcription factor.
Our contributions to this genome will add to a larger database assisting more
research regarding bacteriophage. This knowledge can ultimately be used to develop
new phage therapies in the future.
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PHAMERATOR

DNA Master
• Obtained FASTA file for designated phage (Corazon)
• Identified range of base pairs for given gene, and determined potential start sites
• Blasted start sites to make strongest call, and referenced coding potential in GeneMarkS
map.
PECAAN
• Analyzed gene candidates when making best call for Krili
• Referenced phamerator and starterator supporting evidence,
• For function, analyzed NCBI, PhagesDB, and HHPred blast results as well as pham
members and phamerator gene functions.
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CODING POTENTIAL MAPS

Phamerator is a program which shows comparisons between phage
genomes in the same cluster. Each gene is shown to have different
lengths, potential functions, overlaps, and gaps. If two phages have
similar alignments and are highly conserved, it is likely that the
genes have comparable functions.

INTRODUCTION
Bacteriophage (phage) are prokaryotic cells that use host cells to survive. They
can go through the lytic cycle, which kills the host bacteria rapidly, or the lysogenic
cycle, where the DNA of the phage remains dormant until the right environment for
phage production is achieved [1]. Phages that go through the lytic cycle have the
potential to be an asset in medicine as they are highly effective against bacterial
infections. Phages that go through the lysogenic cycle have great potential in research
as many aspects of cell cycles, DNA, and gene functions can be explored.

Figure 1: Structure of phage

The purpose of this research was
to discover, isolate and annotate
a bacteriophage in the Fall of
2018 belonging to one of the
three families pictured. In the
Spring of 2019, two phage
genomes from the online
database, Corazon and Krili,
were annotated for function and
similarity to other genomes.

Figure 4: GeneMarkS map
The GeneMarkS map identifies coding potential in genes with red
and black curves and a black line spanning the gene. The gene
boxed is Gene 71 in Corazon, which is located on the +2 ORF. The
start site was 41300 bp, and this gene spans roughly half way
between 41500 and 41600 bp.
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Figure 2: Image of Krili

Discovered in the Fall of 2018 at Purdue University,
phage Krili is one of 15 members of the O cluster.,
which have the characteristic long heads of “hotdog”
phage. Krili is also in the Siphoviridae family, with
long, non-contractile tails.
There are currently no images published of Corazon,
which was discovered in the Fall of 2017. However,
Corazon is also in the Siphoviridae family and is
suspected to have a rounder capsid.
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Genes (bp)

Expected Function Expected Structure

Corazon (35623-36240)
Corazon (40660-40941)

Hydrolase

Corazon (37254-37580)

WhiB family
transcription factor

Corazon (40031-40384)
Krili (12139-12492)

HNH Endonuclease

Krili (16620-17489)
Krili (17486-18178)

Glycosyltransferase

Krili (14817-16046)

Portal Protein

Table 1: Function chart
Functions not pictured: Exonuclease (Corazon gene 65),
O-methyltransferase (Krili gene 32), DNA binding domain protein
(Corazon gene 61), and Terminase (Krili gene 30)

Functions

Figure 3: Phamerator map
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OBSERVATIONS
Krili and Catdawg are both in the O cluster
Most genes between the two align, but Krili gene 13 is not
conserved on Catdawg.
Krili gene 13 may be deleted upon further investigation,
including coding potential and other alignment values.
None of the genes have functions.

•
•
•
Figure 5: Summary of genes annotated
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•

IMPACT AND FURTHER STUDY
Discover, isolate and annotate additional bacteriophage, specifically in S
and O clusters.
Compare phage in S and O clusters to Corazon and Krili, and find
function patterns.
Contributions will be added to phage database to further understand gene
functions.
Advance modern medicine and phage therapies.

